
This perfect equilibrium phase locked between
rotational inertia (mass) vs. centripedal implo-
sion inertia - the electronegativity which when
recursive/fractal becomes - gravity -- creates the
perfected translation of vorticity which is the
golden mean spiral on the donut. Recreating
this recursion path  (‘Flame Letter’  7 color
map  is perfectly multiply connected- each color
touches all others- rainbow connection  )
is key to - making voltage from gravity / the
fractality which causes eggs & pine cones to be
alive ... AND - Origin of Alphabets ... AND -
HOW   DNA finishes the 7th stage of recursive
BRAIDING - to become   TOROIDAL
 ( LORD OF THE RING) and thereby
implosively GRAVITY MAKING. In this way
DNA begins to sustain the tornado connection
to charge moving faster than C light speed -
which is it’s measureable potential GRAVITY
or BLACK HOLE MAKING POWER. Access
to this ‘enlightened’ or blissmaking blood -
which bends light, and steers stars - is the
ultimate consequence of millions of years of star
wars - concerned with which DNA will be
allowed enough fractal charge environment,
genetic diversity, and FREEDOM - to grow up
to be this self steering -implosive - and
(POLItically) powerful! This topological sym-
metry  (result of recursive braiding in DNA -
‘Boson 7’, Chloridian science) solution to
charge coupling vs gravity in DNA (the RING
LORD / Enki Egg making / enSOULment /
secret of LIFE itself) which is called ‘SOUL’ -
And  is directly related to the 7/5 physics of the
slip knot which is at once: the Heart of the Sun,
the symmetry of human heart muscle ,  and the
ANU coeur of hydrogen.

 “Alphabet of the EartHeart”
 - originally by Daniel Winter - edited by Vincent Bridges and Darlene,
, updated &  published by Implosion Group-2005.
     soulinvitation.com
     goldenmean.info

Hebrew
Sanskrit

In Hebrew- the “Tagin” or
“Crownlet” were symmetry arrows
to indicate your relative angle
into the tetra / cube or matrix..
In Sanskrit - this same system for
indexing your donut’s spiral with
respect to the tetra/ cubic lattice..
became the vertical/horizontal
bars - Remove them and the identical
root of these alphabets emerges!


